
Château de Campuget was established in 1942 and is a top quality estate near Nîmes, which is steeped 
in history. The Château itself was built in 1753 and at the same time the first vines were planted, 
prompting the ‘1753’ range of wines which mark this historic date. Now in the hands of winemaker 
Franck-Lin Dalle, who is the third generation of his family to run the estate, the fusion of tradition and 
progression unites in the cellars where Franck-Lin deftly crafts wines with integrity, finesse and a
wonderful expression of terroir from a wide range of traditional Rhône varieties. 

In 2019, Château de Campuget was certified as Haute Valeur Environmentale, which 
officially recognises the environmental performance of winegrowers, including biodiversity 
conservation, plant protection strategies, managed fertiliser use and water resource 
management.

The vines also benefit from the Mediterranean sunshine, which bring the grapes to perfect maturity and 
allows them to be picked at maximum phenolic maturity in early September. The vineyard is sustainably 
managed in accordance with the HVE Certification.

Vegan? Yes! Campuget doesn’t use any product coming from animals (no milk, no eggs, no fish, 
no meat) in any of their wines. Fining is done with vegetable proteins and mineral products.

Le Campuget Rouge 2020 
Syrah 95%, Viognier 5%

Country:   France    Wine Region:  Rhône
Wine Maker:   Franck-Lin Dalle   Grape:   Syrah/Viognier
Alcohol Percentage:  13%    Best To Drink:  Drink Now
Vegetarian:  Yes    Vegan:  Yes

Costières de Nimes, the easternmost appellation of the Languedoc, is effectively part of the Rhône 
since the climate, soil and topography are so similar to those just over the river in the southern Côtes-
du-Rhône vineyards. The relatively uniform soils are marked by large 
pebbles on gentle, typically south-facing slopes. 

Vineyards: 
Strict canopy management provides the vines with just the right 
amount of sun and shade to produce healthy and balanced fruit. 
The soils are formed of pebbles with alluvia.

Tasting Note: 
A fragrant nose of violets and soft black fruit characters,  which are 
followed through onto the smooth palate.  A refreshing and easy to 
drink style.
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